Lessons from Luther
The Diet at Worms
What would Luther take a stand on today?
And how about us?
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But first …

Our Challenge This
As we face our culture in 2017 there are
spiritual lies that are simply not
Biblical?
If Luther were alive today, to what
might he say, “Here I Stand”?
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The Diet at Worms

Wisdom from the Cynical Philosopher

April 16-18, 1521

4,153,237

Charles the Fifth
Frederick the Wise
Papal nuncio Aleander
Archbishop of Trier…Johann Eck
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The Diet At Worms
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A Reading from “Here I Stand” by Roland Bainton
“Unless I am convicted by Scripture and plain
reason….I do not accept the authority of popes and
councils, for they have contradicted each other….my
conscience is captive to the Word of God. I cannot
and I will not recant anything, for to go against
conscience is neither right nor safe. God help me.”
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The aftermath….and God’s plan for Luther
The edict of Charles the V
The kidnapping
The Wartburg
The Bible for the people
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+ UNIVERSALISM +
Is Christianity really the “only way”?
After all, other religions are so sincere
And aren’t we really all praying to the same God?
And aren’t we all going to end up in the same place?
How can God judge to hell those who have never heard?
An actual church---Universalist Church of America
became known as Unitarian Universalist Assoc.
The “it doesn’t matter” attitude toward religion in America
The “it doesn’t matter” apathy within the Christian Church
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Doubt is a terrible thing….
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+ SECULAR HUMANISM +
ALL OVER ACADEMIA

Can you see the failure of the Christian
Church in America because of DOUBT?
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We have become so smart we have all the answers
“humanism”
Leads to
BEYOND ATHEISM…..BEYOND AGNOSTICISM
TO NONTHEISM
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+ SECULAR HUMANISM +
A conviction that with reason, an open
marketplace of ideas, good will, and
tolerance, progress can be made in
building a better world for ourselves
and our children.

(Truth in the Gospel of John)
Full of grace and truth 1:14
What are you looking for? 1:38
I am the way the truth and the life 14:6
You shall know the truth….set you free 8:32
Father of LIES 8:44
I AM 8:58
High Priestly Prayer 17:13-19
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+ MATERIALISM +
Satan Casts Doubt + UNIVERSALISM
Materialism is a defining factor of the
American way of life….and its end result
could very possibly lead to our destruction

Satan Lies + SECULAR HUMANISM

The problem with blessings…..

Satan’s own promise +
MATERIALISM

What is DEBT doing to us?
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Acts 4 BOLDness
“Now when they saw the boldness of Peter and
John, and perceived that they were uneducated
and untrained men, they marveled. And they
realized that they had been with Jesus.”
Acts 4:13
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“Here We Stand”
“…my conscience is captive to the Word of God. I
cannot and I will not recant anything, for to go against
conscience is neither right nor safe. God help me.”

Fide, Scriptura, Gratia, JESUS
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AMEN
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